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ABSTRACT

Availability of our information systemsis crucial. Yet availability policies have received
a disproportionately small shareof INFOSEC attention. This paper explores current
assumptionsabout availability and proposes a new availability policy paradigm operating
in an adversarialcyberspaceenvironment. In the proposed paradigm, threats are social as
well as technical, and content availability is as important as systemavailability.
Availability measuresmay take on negativevalues.
SECTION

1

INTRODUCTItiN

PresidentClinton in July of 1996 created a task force to study the preservationof our
national infrastructure in the face of information warfare attacks on the computersthat
help manageit. At risk are the complex and distributed systemsrequired for electric
power, water, telecommunications,transportation, and banking. Availability is clearly a
critical national issue.
What do we do to anticipate and forestall a major information warfare attack on our
national infrastructure? What policies would be appropriate if the information system
controls for a major airport, dam, or hospital are attacked? What if the entire telephone
switching systemis placed under siegeso that no calls can be made?
Many threats to availability are well-known, ranging from natural disasters,like
lightening, to malicious attacks, such as flooding a systemwith spuriousmessages
or producing an electromagneticpulse that wipes out all electromagneticallystored
information. Yet INFOSEC research into availability and availability policies is
disproportionately meager. This is due, I believe, to severalmisconceptions,
including the notions that “preventing denial of servicerequires ensuringthe
complete functional correctnessof a system- somethingunlikely to be done in the
foreseeablefuture”’ and that conflicting goals (e.g. availability and confidentiality)
can not both be active.*
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KEY POINTS

This paper makes six key points.
1. This is an appropriate time for a new availability paradigm.
2. A set of availability policies (or responsescenarios)is usually necessaryto handle
normal, stressed,and catastrophic conditions.
3. Although availability is thought by many to be unfailingly desirable,(e.g. an airline
systemthat is up 99.8% of the time, for example, is superior to one that is up 80.5%
of the time.), in some situations Iess availability is better.
4. Availability is multifaceted and context-sensitive.
5. Balancing conflicting valuesis often necessaryto integrate availability policies with
policies to achieveother goals, such as confidentiality, safety, and survivability.
6. A more comprehensiveavailability paradigm is needed.
WHY NOW?

This is an appropriate time for a new availability paradigm because:
l

l

l

l

The current paradigm is inadequatefor the problems we haveto solve. It won’t scale
upward or respondflexibly to the heterogeneousworld we live in. Popular
assumptionsabout availability, such as requiring complete provable correctness, may
actually hinder progress.
Risk managementrather than perfect security has been proposed as the new DOD
parad&m3 This allows more realistic expectationsfor availability and freedom from
dependenceupon “the complete functional correctness”of the underlying software
and hardware.
New technology that greatly impacts availability is now in place, including:
Fault-tolerant hardware;
The Internet and the World Wide Web;
Intrusion detection and vulnerability detection software.
All of our infrastructure is becoming so computerized, common cross-industry
patterns and assumptionsare emerging.
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SECTION
AVAILABILITY

IN NORMAL,

2

STRESSED, AND CATASTROPHIC

SITUATIONS

The real-world scenariosbelow challengesome common assumptionsabout availability:
(1) “A high level of availability is always better than a low level;”
(2) “The more availability the better;”
(3) “Fastest responsetimes are best,”
(4) “Availability is assuredservicefor authorized users.”
Scenario 1

A commandand control center is about to be overrun by the enemy. As the
commandingofficer and his staff escape,they blow up the computersand
equipmentto be left behind so that neither the technology nor the data will be
availableto the invading forces.
When the enemyleavesand the original force retakesthe destroyedposition,
none of the systemsare available,although the officer and his troops are
authorized users.

Scenario1: No availability may be preferable.
When no availability is desired,other goals, like confidentiality, are preeminent.
Scenario 2

I

For two days after the January 1994 California earthquake,the telephone
companiesblocked all telephonecalls coming into California in order to keep
remainingtelephonelines availablefor out-going calls, for disasterrelief
organizations,and for residentsneedingmedicalhelp. 4
I
Scenario2: In somesituationsless availability is better.

An effective availability policy may actually deny serviceto authorized users! Policies
for catastrophic situations often redistribute system availability so that emergency
workers get the resourcesthey need. For example,in Norway, certain individuals in each
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town, including the fire chief, the mayor, the director of public works, and the doctors, are
identified as people who will continue to receivetelephone servicein a catastrophe.5
Reduced availability (whole or partial shutdown) may be appropriate for a systemunder
remote attack.
Scenario 3

I

Have you ever wondered if the telephone company deliberately
lets it take more time to speakto a directory assistanceoperator
than it takes to look up a number in a phone book?
I
Scenario3: Less availability may be most effective
in normal circumstancesin the long run.

Fast responsetime may not always be in a corporation’s best interest! J.W. Forrester
wrote a book on systemdynamics illustrating that social systemsoften produce the
opposite of what was intended -- a fast responsetime may ultimately result in an
overloaded and slow system.6 Ruth Nelson recommendsslow releaseas a deterrent to
information collectors and intruders.’
Thesethree examplesillustrate that availability policies involve more than keeping
systemsup and running, or providing as much serviceas possible as fast as possible
while preventing denial of serviceattacks.
SECTION

3

AVAL4BIJJIYISMULTIF’ACETED

Availability often meansdifferent things in different application contexts. To the
telephone company “readinessfor use” meansthat usersget a “dial tone” when they pick
up the handset. To a global airline, hotel, or auto reservationservice,it meansthat the
computer reservationnetwork is “up” and functioning. To the power company, it means
customerscan get the electricity that they pay for when they need it. In the military,
“availability” implies that a ship, platoon, computer, missile or tank, etc. is ready for
deployment. To a bank, it can meanthat automatedtellers are functioning and enough
money is on hand. Basic assumptions,terminology and emphasisoften differ from one
infrastructure industry, such as telecommunications,to another, like power. At the end
of the paper, we summarizecommon definitions.
Availability often meansdifferent things under different circumstances. As we saw in the
scenariosabove, external conditions may vary from normal, to stressed,to catastrophic.
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Availability policies may involve distributing capability and deciding who should get
serviceand who shouldn’t. Policy alternativesare usually thought out in advance,and
implementation mechanismsare installed aheadof time. Responsibility for selectingthe
appropriate policy is oflen sharedwith government representativesas well as
knowledgeablevolunteers.
l

’

When Robert Morris Jr.‘s Internet worm brought down about 6000 UNIX
systemsovernight, the initial responsewas ad hoc. Sincethen coordinated
emergencyresponseteams have been set up to deal with malicious software
before it can assumecatastrophic proportions.

Al-IRIBUTES OFAVAILABIL~

POLICIES

Like any security policy, availability policies include objectives to be met, threats and
vulnerabilities to be countered, risks to estimate, security mechanismsto be used, realworld constraintsand measuresof effectiveness. Threat scenarioscan help identify
availability requirementsand required responses.
Availability object&s are usually statedin terms that can be measured,suchas degreeof
readiness,averageresponsetime and percentageup-time.

The readinessobjective of the rebel farmers of the American Revolution
was to be ready to fight in “a minute,” hencetheir name“Minutemen.”

I

Scenario4: Availability objectivesare measurable,
Threats to information systemavailability include loss of power, denial-of-service

attacks, loss of keys to encrypted data, physical damageto equipment(via accidents,
sabotage,terrorism, natural disasters,war), magneticerasure(from electromagneticpulse,
electric current, magnets),to namejust a few.
Security mechanisms to support availability include extra capacity, backups(for power,

data, operations staff, air conditioning, etc.), redundant systems,and limits on repetitious
behavior.
Risks provide an estimateof the likelihood of a threat and its potential impact, both
financial and loss of life. Risk analysis justifies the cost of security mechanismsas well as

deployment of security actions that may enhanceor reduce availability, such as
“increasingaudit logging, selectivelydisablingremote services,and disabling selected
accounts.“8
Vulnerubilities are weak points which need to be addressed. Availability vulnerabilities
include single points of failure and hogging resources.
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Construints include time, cost, ease-of-use,bandwidth, capacity, safety and endurance.
Internal and external instrumentsmeasure availability as system up-time, system
responsetime, and degreeof readiness. They include analytical tools to compute
averages,minimums, maximums,deviationsfrom the norm, etc.
Negative Measures of Availability

In an adversarialsituation, the degreeof readinessmay be a negativenumber because
equipment or personnelhave been renderedinoperable,requiring time and money to
repair or replace. In war, keeping one’s own systemsavailablewhile denying availability
of the enemy’s to the enemy is a key strategy.
The English privateers of the 16th century sackedSpanishships,
sinking them or rendering them inoperablefor months.

Scenario5: How long doesit take to restore a galleon to operability?
In our own day, “The essenceof Information Warfare is to destroy the enemy’s
communications system before he destroys yours.“9 This implies that degreeof readiness
has a negativeaxis, as roughly illustrated below.

Communications

Availability

As Friend builds up to attack Foe’s territory, Friend increasesits communications
capability over the 2nd and 3rd quarters.
As Foe’s communicationsare attacked, the availability measuregoes down over the 2nd,
3rd, and 4th quarters,until it goesbelow zero to negativenumbers,reflecting the time,
money, and effort neededto restore communications.
Time1
Friend
Foe

20
60

2
27
40

3
90
10

4
40
-20

( Illustrated on next page)
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Scenario6: Availability’s Negative Axis Appears in Adversarial Situations
Larger negativenumbersimply longer times to recover.
INTERACIYIONS

WITH OTHER POLICIES

Availability policies interact with other system policies, sometimessynergistically,
sometimesantagonistically. Part of availability’s complexity results from such
interactions.lo
Synergistic

Interrelationships

“Capacity” supports availability. An increasein capacity can alleviate certain classesof
availability problems.
“Robustness,” “reliability,” and “survivability” support availability by supporting
readinessfor use. Robustnessemphasizesinherent strength, while reliability focuseson
enduranceover time, and survivability focuseson endurancethrough dangerousand
damagingconditions.

In the PersianGulf War it took longer than expectedto bring down Saddham
Hussein’sAmerican-built communications systemsbecausethey were
programmedfor reliability and sought out alternate communicationspaths
wheneverone node was knocked out.
The reliability and assuredserviceAmerican firms had built into their
telecommunicationsproducts worked againstAmerica in war.

Scenario7: Information warfare may alter normal availability interactions.
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Availability supports “safety” by keeping critical systemsgoing. Backup systems,
alternativeroutes, graceful degradation,readinesstesting and other strategiesprovide for
both safety and availability.
Availability supports “accesscontrol” by enabling the operation of the systemmaking
accesscontrol decisionsand keeping information quickly availableto those permitted to
seeor operateon it.
Conflicting

Interrelationships

Privacy policies conflict with the computerized availability of personal data.
Availability often interferes with confidentiality. For example,terminals at nurses’ work
stations or airline ticket desksare routinely left connectedfor long periods of time
becauseof the inconvenienceof repeatedlyidentifying and authenticatingusers.
Fee-for-serviceresourceallocation (availability) policies may conflict with safety policies.
The regressiveeffects of fee-for-servicetelephone servicemay be counterbalanced,for
example,by emergencyphone serviceoffered at no chargeto the house-boundelderly or
infirm.
To promote availability to all segmentsof the population, the federal government is
placing computers in libraries, hospitals, and other public places. Opening the Internet to
a larger, global group of people encourageswidespreaduse, but makesthe network and
the information in it more vulnerableto attack.
Destroying one’s own position in anticipation of an enemy overrun in battle preserves
confidentiality, but intentionally destroys integrity and availability.
Policy Differences

It has often been stated that availability policies differ Corn integrity and confidentiality
policies becauseavailability operateson a continuum and is usually measuredrather than
counted.” However, integrity and confidentiality both rely on assurancewhich has
always been continuum-based. Furthermore, new continuum-basedparadigmsfor
authentication,‘* confidentiality, and integrity13suggestthat other security goals can be
measured.
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SECTION
EVOLVING

AVAILABILJTY

The Single Computer

6

PARADIGMS

Paradigm

This paradigm centeredaround a computer system(mainframe, minicomputer,
workstation or personalcomputer) that was crucial to the organization. Systemup-time
and responsivenesswas valuable, permitting superior customer serviceand a competitive
edge.
The primary threats were mechanicalor human accidents,like loss of air conditioning or
dropping a disk pack. A number of security measures,including off-site backups,fire
extinguishers,field servicecontracts, and duplicated componentsassureda reasonable
amount of availability. Cost/benefit analysisdetermined which measureswere
appropriate.
Availability was expressedin terms of the percentageof time the systemwas up and
running. High availability systemshad goals like 99.9% availability, while low
availability systemshad goals like 60% availability. To accomplishthese availability
goals, systemdesignersanticipated maximum loads and plannedfor them, incorporated
fail-safe and fault-tolerant components,duplicated all or portions of their systems,
provided alternatecommunicationroutes, and designedback-up procedures.
The Network Paradigm

Networks of computers, enhancedby redundancy,distributed processingand distributed
databases,increasedavailability by orders of magnitude. Switching, multiplexing,
alternaterouting, fault-tolerant equipment, high bandwidth (communicationssatellites,
asynchronoustransfer mode (ATM), fiber optics), and other many other technical
enhancementsimproved sharingof network resources.
Availability was still measuredprimarily by percentageup-time and responsiveness,and
designersassumedthat more availability and smaller responsetimes are better. The major
threats to availability in the network paradigm were: 1) loss of an unreplicatedfocal
point; and 2) lack of interoperability between systemsand networks. Protocols like
TCP/IP made the Internet possible,but this network of networks was only availableto
government and researchinstitutions.
In this paradigm resistanceto denial-of-serviceattacks becameincreasinglyimportant.
New threats included malicious human intent, implementedvia mechanismslike viruses,
worms, and Trojan horses. Countermeasuresinclude intrusion detection, virus
eradicators,and laws and regulations.
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The Cyberspace Paradigm
Cyberspace’4is the electronic information world built upon computers that emphasizes
information availability as much as systemand network availability. Ease of use and
global connectivity make computer power and information availableto many more people
while multiple media expandthe kinds of information available. Critical enabling factors
include:
l

Opening of the Internet to individuals, commercial organizations,and other countries;

l

Development of the hypertext-basedWorld Wide Web;

l

Next generationnetworks and software.

In Cyberspacethreats are social15as well as technical.‘6 Intellectual property laws,
market-baseddistribution of service,and security requirementsrestrict availability. In
additional to traditional adversarieslike enemies,terrorists, hackers,and competitors, new
threats to availability include:
l

Censors: Eliminators of offensive, illegal, or age-inappropriateinformation;

l

Marketers: Producersof electronicjunk mail;

l

Poverty: Cyberspaceisn’t availableto those without resources;

l

Systemlimitations: Graphics, films, and animation require much more bandwidth, for
example,interfering with phone service.

Policies for Cyberspace
Availability policies must cover a wider range, from assuredservicefor oneselfto assured
non-servicefor one’senemies,incorporating gaming strategiesand other techniques
developedfor adversarialconditions.
Responsivenessmay be highly desirable(the more the better), or it may depend on
circumstances. Slow responsivenessmay be the policy of choice in a variety of
situations. Fuzzy logic is appropriate for modelling qualities that can be measuredalong a
continuum.
Availability may cover information content as well as system availability. Parents may
be able to restrict their children from seeingcertain types of programs or playing certain
types of games. Dictators may be able to restrict critical or seditious programming.
Censorshipmay be necessaryduring war, to prevent the enemy from knowing where
force build-ups are taking place. The degreeof restriction may vary, dependingupon
threat conditions.
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Availability may conflict with other goals, like confidentiality. Strategiesfor dealing with
contlicting goals, such as defining responsescenariosand metapolicies,” are appropriate.
Measures
In addition to the traditional measuressuch as up-time and responsiveness,the new
availability paradigm measures:
1. The time, effort, and money it would take to destroy an adversary’ssystem
availability, or rebuild it afterward;
2. The time, effort, and money it takes to destroy one’s
own systembefore an adversaryoverrun, or rebuild it afterward;
3. The usefulnessand choice of information;
4. The desiredand actual rate of releaseof information;
5. The degreeof conflict with other policies.
CONCLUSION
Although “confidentiality, integrity and availability” are the three pillars of information
security, INPOSEC researchersand lawmakers have given availability policies a
disproportionately small shareof attention. This paper begins to addressthis imbalance,
focusing on availability policies in adversarialsituations. The paper uncoveredsome
shortcomingsin availability policy theory and proposed a more balancedview. In the
process,it corrected four popular misconceptions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Preventingdenial of servicerequires ensuringthe complete functional
correctnessof a system;
Availability is the sameas assuredservice;
Availability is always desirable;
More availability is always better.

The new view incorporatesgaming strategiesand other techniquesdevelopedfor
adversarialconditions. The paper demonstratedthat availability measuresneed a negative
axis.
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GLOSSARY
Policy

A “policy” is a set of rules for a domain, set by a domain authority.
Availability

A popular dictionary defines generic “availability” as the state of being “ready for use,
usable,readily obtainable, accessible,or having sufficient power or efficacy,“”
The 1996ISSO Glossary of INFOSEC and INFOSEC-related Computer Terms defines
INFOSEC “availability” as “ensuring that computer resourcesare availableto authorized
userswhen they need them.”
“Availability” is an evolving term in the INFOSEC community.
It doesnot appearin the OrangeBook,” publishedin 1985, where the required
“explicit and well-defined security policy” refers to mandatory and discretionary
accesscontrol.
By 1987 the TrustedNetwork Interpretation of the TCSEC and other proposed
standardsinclude “denial of service,” defined as “the prevention of authorized access
to systemassetsor services,or the delaying of time-critical operations.”
The awkward double negative“preventing denial-of-service” was rephrasedin
positive terms to parallel confidentiality and integrity. By 1991 cor$&vztiaZity,
integrig, and availability had becomethe major goals of information security,
although some proposed more comprehensivefTameworks.20
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